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Jimi hendrix crosstown traffic original

You want some more? Advanced embed information, examples, and help! This article requires additional references for authentication. Help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Non-outsourced material may be challenged and deleted. Find sources: Crosstown Traffic song – news · newspapers · books · researcher · JSTOR (June
2010) (Learn how and when to delete this model message) Crosstown TrafficSaksa one-image sleeve Jimi Hendrix Experience song from electric ladylandb-sideGypsy Eyes Released November 18, 1968 (1968-11-18) (USA) April 4, 1969 (UK) RecordedDember 20–21, 1967StudioOlympic, LondonGenrePsychedelic funk,[1] acid rock, blues
rockLength2:18[2]Label Reprise (US) Track (UK) Songwriter(s)Jimi HendrixProducer(s)Jimi Hendrix Crosstown Traffic is written by Jimi Hendrix and the third album by the Jimi Hendrix Experience, Electric Ladyland (b. 1968). It was released after the single All Along the Watchtower, which reached number 52 on the US Billboard Hot 100 and number 37 on
the UK singles chart. [3] Background Unlike many songs on the album, this recording section has a full lineup with Hendrix, Noel Redding and Mitch Mitchell. Hendrix also plays a temporary kazoo made of comb and tissue paper along with his guitar, and the backing vocals are performed by Redding with Dave Mason. With its Hard Rock riff, the song is an
example and mix of blues and acid rock. [4] [5] References ^ Dave, Moskowitz (2010). Jimi Hendrix's words and music. ABC-CLIO. p. 43. ^ From the original US Reprise Records single ^ The Jimi Hendrix Experience in the UK Charts, The Official Charts. ^ Album. ABC-CLIO. 17 October 2012. p. 3. ISBN 978-0-313-37906-2. ^ Patricia Romanowski Bashe;
Patricia Romanowski; Holly George-Warren, 2000 years old. Jon Pareles (1995). Rock &amp; Roll's new Rolling Stone enthnant book. Fireside. p. 58. ISBN 978-0-684-81044-7. Retrieved from Crosstown Traffic was released in 1968 and written by Jimi Hendrix and is one of his most popular songs. It was actually the second single released from the album
Electric Ladyland and hit pretty high levels on the Billboard charts at the time. We're talking number 37 places in the UK... A country jimi goes to a lot. In fact, he had a place there and logged much of his career there as well. One interesting thing is that he uses kazoo with his guitar. You can hear that clear sound towards the beginning of the song. This was
done at the expense of comb and tissue paper. Yes, that's right. What does this song mean? Judging by the lyrics and metaphors, and there are plenty of them, one might conclude that it's mostly about sex! Inches It seems that Hendrix is trying to convey a scenario of confusion and chaos, trying to get rid of a girl who is not involved in it! A Crosstown traffic
reference can mean it's hard to get to him means he's just not so for it, and he says he's better, or else he'll leave! You jump in front of my car when you want me to take you to the drive. To get to the other side of town, I'm not the only soul accused of crossing tyre marks over your back, I can see you had a great time, but sweetheart, can't you see my signals
turning green to red and with you I see a traffic jam right in front of you You're like crosstown traffic that's so hard to get through crosstown traffic that I don't have to run over Crosstown traffic. Slow me down and I'll have better things on the other side of town. Sign up for the latest updates This song is about a girl that's hard to get rid of. Getting him over him,
which he doesn't want, is like getting through crosstown traffic. The lyrics are reminiscent of many Blues songs in that they are full of sexual references in clever metaphors: I'm not the only soul accused of punching and running, tyre tracks all over your back, I can see you've had a great time. This song contains the famous kazoo riff originally performed by
Hendrix with comb and cellophane. Instead of using the sounds of car horns, as Lovin' Spoonful did in Summer In The City, Kazoo simulated traffic nicely. &gt;&gt; Suggestion credit: Lee - Buckley, Wales, over 2 Dave Mason from the group Traffic sang about this. He sings the word Traffic high. Chas Chandler produced the original songs, but Hendrix
remixed them when he started producing his own music in 1968. &gt;&gt; Proposal for credit: Bertrand - Paris, France
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